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Investigation

Judgement is firmly fixed in Christian’s minds 
because it’s constantly being preached on

Therefore we need to make sure we have 
the King’s mind on it, not a theological 

understanding or church dogma
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Investigation

Judgement is reinforced by the doctrines 
of Penal Substitutionary Atonement (PSA) 
and Eternal Conscious Torment (ECT)

Therefore we need to address these 
before continuing, as acceptance of those 

will prevent a person from listening
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Investigation

Penal Substitutionary Atonement (PSA)

“A theory of the atonement within Protestant 
Christian theology, which declares that 
Christ, voluntarily submitting to God the 
Father's plan, was punished in the place of 
sinners, thus satisfying the demands of 
justice so God can justly forgive sins 
making us at one with God.”

SOURCE: en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Penal_substitution 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Penal_substitution
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Investigation

In short, this is based on the 
erroneous concept of an

ANGRY GOD
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Investigation

Our group has written on PSA before,
so it’s nothing really new

● “Love always Wins” (Peter Dunnet)   LINK

● “Restoration of all things-Ch7 ” (Peter Dunnet)    LINK

https://canberraforerunners.org/wp-content/uploads/Love-always-Wins-Forerunners-v3.pdf
https://canberraforerunners.org/wp-content/uploads/Restoration-of-all-things-Ch7-Peter-Dunnet.pdf
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Investigation

For this topic we’ll let Mike Parsons give 
us some of his teaching:

His ‘Penal Substitutionary Atonement Theory’ series
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Investigation

youtu.be/B1a8_BHz6Y4 [2:49]

https://youtu.be/B1a8_BHz6Y4
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Investigation

youtu.be/877oDfbgSto [3:20]

https://youtu.be/877oDfbgSto
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Investigation

youtu.be/1UOQj3d9Be4 [2:49]

Penal Substitutionary Atonement Theory (3)

https://youtu.be/1UOQj3d9Be4
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Investigation

To be continued… 
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All quotes are copyrighted to the authors credited.
Free graphics are from www.clker.com & free photos are from commons.wikimedia.org.
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